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My general retouching process:
1) Two images from Shutterstock sources were chosen
2) Cloned out Statue of Liberty for the sky (big clone brush).
3) Created silo of woman boxer in defense position. Used a Smart Radius with Edge Detection of
9pxls. Separate Smart Radius for particularly open tuft of hair. Both selections saved separately.
4) Internet search for Comedy Central vector logo, placed as a vector graphic in file. Used color of
stripe on boxer’s shorts.
5) Adjusted and cloned Shutterstock image to fix double image which stock house created to beef
up boxing arm of character.
6) Fixed double image of boxer’s belly.
7) Used black background to check silo elements.
8) Added inner glow to boxer image to create extra depth to have image “pop” more from background (Screen 75%). Mid-tone hair color used.
9) Added darken blend (40%) to hair highlights allowing them to merge further with background
while inner glow adding depth to whole image.
10) Reference text added (Gotham Book Italic), duplicated and changed to outlines. While leaving
original text in file for updates. Fonts collected to travel with assets of the image.
NOTE: I’d always check that this is the current Comedy Central logo. It was discussed that a newer
version of the logo is coming through the approval process.
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My general retouching process:
1) Five images chosen from Shutterstock sources
2) Retouched and removed corporate logos from Times Square background. Kept width of entire
image in file for resizing and horizontal image compositions.
3) Changed 8-point snowflake to 6-point vector snowflake. Added to film canister reel with bevel
and outer glows.
4) Silo’d film reel, and created Smart Object to retain skew and perspective properties.
5) Created separate file of the two boxer’s arms, adjusted perspective and thickness of muscles to
give a thicker, stronger boxing arm. Saved this file as a gray-scale image to get tonal match to
overall Statue of Liberty.
6) Silo’d Statue of Liberty, creating image where some crown spikes were hidden in the original.
Masked out torch arm and decide where to end image at the shoulder and toga area.
7) Added Boxing arm to replace Torch arm. Match weathered copper look and color.
8) Added Film reel with snowflake, adjusting for distortion and general defensive “shield” look.
9) Used block style with logo for added readability for Winter Film Awards logo.
10) Designed poster header, keeping in mind uses outside this poster image (24x36- 4c) and
projected display on screens (RGB).
NOTE: Image will be dislayed on-screen at the Winter Film Awards as well as in all their promotions
and collateral. Distinctly designed to promote #CelebrateDiversity
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This is the original shot
for the duratrans to be created.
A good shot with minimal
color correction needed.
House is flopped and the and the paved walkway is
gently removed. Original sky is replaced with calm
wispy clouds to create mood.
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The lawn taken from a millionaire’s home.

Here we have our main subjects, the dogs.
A quality silo is required with attention for the light
source to create a new shadow.
None of the curbs found from image sources
were worth purchasing...
So I took my own photo using a Nikon digital
camera after work. We wanted the cement work to
mirror the new lawn’s perspective. This saved the
agency $300, and we now had a better image.

A Scotts’ lawn always commands respect.

This photo was used to create a seamless horizon
line, and to add more depth to the original shot of
the house. The original house appears to be sitting
in the middle of nowhere.
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Color correct Disney 50 Years Credit card.
Multiply color layers to saturate colors.
Add glow, then umbra and penumbra shadows.
Replace VISA logo with Smart Object/Vector
rendering.

Send for your Disney’s Visa Card
®

Flopped Mickey image is
placed over vector musical note.
Musical note has highlight
gradients applied to it.
Color adjusted “pink” castle
is placed behind note, but in
perspective with a re-sized
Mickey.
Mickey breaks over music note
with hard silo, but covers castle
with a softer silo.
Color correct image of four kids,
Create Left side of boy’s shoulder with striped shirt.
Create Left ear and Left part of his head.
Silo hairlines and kids.

Color correct Mickey and dirty gloves.
Create soft silo against castle background.

Parking lot removed and replaced
with clone creation of shrubs.
This Mickey background abuts
note while his ears overlap.
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REDEEM YOUR SIGNATURE REWARDS® POINTS FOR
SOME OF THE WORLD’S FOREMOST BRANDS.
Bang & Olufsen
Barnes & Noble
Best Buy
British Airways
Callaway ® Golf
Canon
Denon
Judith Leiber
Hertz®
Jeep®
®
KitchenAid
Morton’s of Chicago®

Movado
Nautilus
Nikon®
Outback Steakhouse®
Panasonic®
Pioneer
Pottery Barn®
The Ritz-Carlton®
Tiffany & Co.
Toshiba
Williams-Sonoma®
And many more…
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Maximize your rewards
with the Merrill Lynch Visa®
Signature Rewards® card.
Earn rewards few cards
can match.
Earn interest or dividends,
even after you spend.
Enjoy 15,000 Bonus Points.
All for just $95.

signaturerewards.ml.com

Signature Rewards is a registered service mark of Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc.
Total Merrill and Total Merrill designs are service marks of Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc.
Visa is a registered trademark of Visa International Service Association.
©2005 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.
Printed in the U.S.A. Member Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).

The images as they appeared
in the layout (back cover).

To receive your card,
simply call 1-877-MER-VISA.
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Again, another client supplied
image. Here the shot is over
exposed, and the lawn looked
dead and lifeless.
This image was supplied by our client in the
condition you see. It was actually a decent shot
after some Color Balance and Sharpening.
The background is already getting grainy in the
original, and a decision was made to keep the look
for that area. A blurred overlay duplicate layer
was multiplied to remove much of the grain from
the couple.

A Color Balance adjustment
was applied to just the lawn.
The figure had adjustments
made to the middle shadows,
sharpening on the black
channel for definition, and
a multiplied blurred overlay for
the golfer.

